




were once able to be enjoyed by all will be closed off to recreational access and

activities. Barrow island is a perfect example of this where a nature reserve that

should be recognized as a pristine wilderness can be turned into a large industrial

city and then completely closed off for the public to enjoy. I am deeply concerned

that once one of these companies gets a foot hold into the Exmouth gulf, more will

soon follow making many of these once popular attractions into “no go” areas.

3. What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Since 1963  have been operating in the waters of the Exmouth Gulf. They

claim to be a “sustainable” industry as far as prawn stocks go which may be the

case however from an environmental point of view, I fail to see how bottom

trawling can be classed as “sustainable”. One of the most harmful fishing

techniques is bottom trawling, an industrial method which uses enormous nets

weighed down with heavy ballast which are dragged along the sea floor, racking up

or crushing everything in their way, including fish, turtles, corals and sea grass.

Almost 60 years of bottom trawling has created massive scars on the seabed,

destroying countless corals and sea grasses which provide the habitat for many

fishes and marine organisms. The silt stirred up from these nets is also a side effect

of this fishing method. Known as sediment resuspension the silt as it settles forms a

blanket over the sea floor essentially suffocating the growth and reproduction of

the plants living on the seabed. The true impact of this activity will probably never

be realized as 60 years ago there was little known about the gulf and the

consequences of this fishing method. Today it would be fair to say that the years of

prawn trawling has indeed prevented the Exmouth Gulf from reaching its true

potential and I believe a comprehensive study of its impacts should be a priority if

we are to protect the future of this region. Sediment resuspension is also a major

side effect of dredging which will of course be required to construct a deep-water

port in the Exmouth Gulf.

 

 

4. What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector

or business?

With the steady increase of visitors to Exmouth and Ningaloo there has been a

noticeable decrease in target fish species due to recreational fishing. As a

recreational fisherman myself I am very mindful of what I catch and how much fish



I bring home. Unfortunately, there is a large majority of fisherman who are not so

like-minded or perhaps uneducated in the protection and sustainability of

recreational fishing. This coupled with fishing media exposure, advances in fish

finding technology and a massive area to police has put a lot of pressure on the fish

stocks in the area. I would like to see some changes in the way this fishery is

managed weather it be more education, seasonal fishing closures on certain

species or review of current bag limits for example.

5. Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are

aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

 
While I am not aware of any upcoming major industrial projects other than the
Gascoyne Gateway and Subsea7, it would only be a matter of time - if these
projects get a green light - that many more will follow. Therefore, it is so important
for the government to draw a line in the sand now and say NO to these and any
future environmentally threatening proposals in the Exmouth gulf.
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